THE THIRD FACTOR

There is a war in Europe. This country is faced with the question of our entrance into that war. We, as students, are faced with that question; a question which has three possible answers.

We will enter that war, or we will not enter that war—or the question of our entrance is an absurdity; it cannot be answered yes or no, for it cannot be put.

That third answer is the important one. Ask any average man or student if we will enter the war. He will say either yes or no or maybe. He has not considered the possibility that we have no right to ask the question, the possibility that we have no reason to consider entering into that war. Admitted that at present such a possibility is not a probability, it is nevertheless a definite factor in the situation. It is a factor that has been almost entirely neglected in public discussions of democracy. For it is a possibility which only concerted consideration can make into a probability.

If enough people in this country would think about that third answer and believe it to be the correct one, it would become the correct one. They would make it so.

We must make it the correct one. We must build up within ourselves a power of sympathy for the people who are being misled and of pity for those who lead them, a power which will withstand the blasts of the battle spirit. There is some reason for that perversion of the soul which the leaders of nations are showing, some reason which perhaps beyond their intention. It is not their fault. We cannot cure that perversion with the scalpel of hatred.

We must not let the tide of emotion, which is rising in this country, overpower us. That emotion is false and ugly. It is as a sickness of the body. Let's make it so.

We must firmly believe in the impossibility of our entrance into the war, that any discussion of that entrance becomes impossible. If we do not wish to fight, we will not; nor will we be fought.

ELECTIONS

The Tech takes pleasure in announcing the election of the following men to the position of Staff Assistants: Malcolm MacC. Gifford, freshman, chairman; John S. Ewing, Philip W. Hellige, Harvey Kram, John I. Kraus, Frederick Kunhardt, Cartharee M. Laflen, James L. McClean, Jr., Charles D. Magchick, Jonath.
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